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ACQUIRE ENHANCE MANAGE
Relevate® is the leading marketing information services provider, 
offering a comprehensive range of marketing intelligence and digitally 
driven solutions. We build, manage and analyze data in order to provide 
behavioral targeting and data-driven solutions to customers of all sizes 
and across all industries.

Whether you need new customers, need to append data to your customer 
file, clean up or enrich your data, or learn more about your clients and 
prospects, we can help.

Online Counts and Orders with SmartSelect

Relevate offers complimentary access to a comprehensive 
and easy to use online count and order system. Run 
counts and place orders for prospect lists on your 
schedule, 24/7, from Consumer ID.

Deep Coverage

° 250 million consumers, most with exact age 
and estimated income information 

° 50 million individuals with shopping behavior 
and lifestyle categories 

° 100 million identified mail order buyers 
and responders

Broad Coverage

Consumer ID is built from hundreds of sources 
including public records, phone directories, U.S. Census 
data, consumer surveys, and other proprietary sources. 
With this wealth of information, Consumer ID targets 
specific interests, not just broad categories. Locate 
individuals that not only buy apparel from catalogs, 
but what type of apparel they buy—teen, petite, mens, 
plus-size.

Targetability

Below is a sampling of some of the most popular data 
attributes that can be used to target new customers 
from Consumer ID:

° Date of Birth 

° Home Ownership 

° Mail Order Buyer Purchase Date 

° Occupation 

° Gender 

° Donors 

° Estimated Income 

° Age 

° Telephone Number 

° Ethnicity 

° Credit Card 

° Hobbies 

° Language Spoken 

° Purchase Behavior 

° Lifestyle Interests 

° Presence of Children 

° Investments 

° and hundreds more . . .

The most accurate, highest-quality information 
resource available

Relevate offers clients access to multiple consumer data files, creating the most accurate information 
resource with the broadest coverage available. This database allows you to select the most targeted 
lists to achieve the highest ROI on your direct marketing campaigns, or the best data for your 
customer file enhancement project.

CONSUMER ID


